
PRODUCT FEATURES 

CVX021 Contactless Facial Recognition Terminal 

with Infrared Thermometer 

The CVX021 is a high-performance face recognition reader with built-in 

infrared thermal detection. The technology behind this device was 

developed to better prevent the spread of viruses and illnesses by rapidly 

identifying fever and therefore potential cases. This truly unique biometric 

reader supports facial recognition even with a face mask on. 

- Spot people with elevated temperatures

- Allow access by a permitted temperature range

- Identify users so that they can keep their masks on at all times

- Flag people who aren't wearing protective coverings

- Infrared Thermal Scanner detects an elevated temperature

- Temperature measurement accuracy: Plus or minus 0.3 degrees Celsius

- Supports Facial Recognition even when wearing a face mask

- Supports 20,000+ faces in the database

- 8-inch HD Highlight LCD Touch Screen Display

- Internal Star Light Wide dynamic-level camera with automatic exposure.

- Optimal imaging in complex lighting environments

-In-depth learning algorithms designed for speed and accuracy

-Monocular-visible living algorithms, support for photos, videos, anti-spoof

- Support for multiple recognition modes: Face, Face + Card, Smart Cards

- Built-in wide dynamic infrared camera and temperature measurement module

- The device uploads directly to a data network in real-time and learns faces with 'cached' images

- Uses new or imported identification numbers

- Face blacklist controls can integrate with police photo ID database

- Supports logon management, query and set device parameters, data import/export

-Supports USB interface to an external ID card reader (Optional built-in ID card reader)

- Authentication result output in fixed voice prompts

- Relay switch output through international standard Wiegand protocol (W26 \ W34)

-Waterproof design, suitable for outdoor use, Post or Wall Mounting
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CVX021 Contactless Facial Recognition Terminal 

with Infrared Thermometer 

The CVX021 terminal incorporates thermal imaging cameras to help spot people with 

elevated temperatures and can send pop-up alerts to users of the software. Mounted on a post, 

wall, door frame, or turnstile, the scanner can be programmed to allow access by permitted 

temperature range. It supports facial recognition even when users are wearing a mask - using a 

powerful embedded camera and the latest face and demographic recognition algorithm. The camera 

reads the facial characteristics that are not covered, including eyes, eyebrows and parts of the nasal 

bridge to identify users so that they can keep their masks on at all times while still gaining access to 

their facilities. It can also be used to flag people who aren't wearing the protective coverings and 

require them to wear a mask to gain access to a building. This contactless access control terminal is 

perfect for use in hospitals, buses, schools, government facilities, and numerous other settings.

 Contact TURNSTILES.us for more information. 
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